Identification of Driver Mutations in Rare Cancers: The Role of SMARCA4 in Small Cell Carcinoma of the Ovary, Hypercalcemic Type (SCCOHT).
Cancer is a complex genetic disease that can arise through the stepwise accumulation of mutations in oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes in a variety of different tissues. While the varied landscapes of mutations driving common cancer types such as lung, breast, and colorectal cancer have been comprehensively charted, the genetic underpinnings of many rare cancers remain poorly defined. Study of rare cancers faces unique methodological challenges, but collaborative enterprises that incorporate next generation sequencing, reach across disciplines (i.e., pathology, genetic epidemiology, genomics, functional biology, and preclinical modeling), engage advocacy groups, tumor registries, and clinical specialists are adding increasing resolution to the genomic landscapes of rare cancers. Here we describe the approaches and methods used to identify SMARCA4 mutations, which drive development of the rare ovarian cancer, small cell carcinoma of the ovary, hypercalcemic type (SCCOHT), and point to the broader relevance of this paradigm for future research in rare cancers.